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Have heard from your faculty regarding your classes on Monday? We are aware that all

faulty plan to reach out by Monday, March 23rd.
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What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of online class on

Monday, March 23rd? We want to be there for you.

What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of onlin...

Right now I think I'm set for all of my classes.

I will (would have been) walking in the May 2nd undergraduate graduation ceremony; however, before I get my actual diploma I need to complete an
internship over the summer. Before the university closed down and went to all online, I was in the process of completing all my requirements with a
company to do that and be able to register for my summer class. Can someone please inform me if I should continue to pursue an internship or if they
have been suspended entirely?

Nothing, I’m working on adjusting to keep focus and not forget assignments.

n/a

You can make classes a pass or fail. It is unprecedented, but so is everything else that is happening. I know myself and almost everyone else has felt
really defeated since all this started and I know I do not learn well from online classes and have a previous record of not doing well in them. I have
worked and continued to work really hard to bring my GPA up after tanking just one semester last year, and doing poorly another semester, especially for
unforeseen circumstances that you cannot change, is not an option. I know I am not alone when I say that I cannot concentrate or accomplish really
anything while at home. I also have mental health issues and am not able to see my doctor in Athens because of these circumstances. I know there is no
cure-all and no one really knows much about what is going on, but I do know that student will suffer tremendously from this and it will have a huge
impact. The college cannot control what is happening in the world or any other circumstances we might have to deal with right now, but toy can control
how our work is graded and looked at. Please take this under consideration, thank you! Mary Pahoundis

No due dates

I think I am ready-it's the new normal.

Nothing

Nothing

There’s nothing much administrative can do. It all relies on me performing well in my classes to the best of my ability.

There have been a lot of emails and it's super overwhelming. I know everyone is on the same boat right now but maybe making emails more concise will
relieve some stress of students.

N/A

Continue to send encouraging messages - it's hard to escape the negative new surrounding this unprecedented time.

Nothing that I can think of. I feel prepared.

Reach out to Pamela Beam, Perriane Bates, Elizabeth McDonald and Areej Ahmed asking them about links to online classes where are they or if they
send emails I didn't see.

Support the option of pass/fail grading.



What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of onlin...

I am unsure what I need to be doing during this time as a professional intern. I would like to know what will happen to our mandatory seminars.

Just be patient with us, this is not going to be a smooth transition

Give me info on graduation

I would like to speak with my Advisor

just making sure my grades won't drop because of the change and that professors are understanding about the work load we will have.

Timely responses to email questions

Assure that professors know how to use the technology they plan to use for class. Also, please be aware that this education style and situation that we
find ourselves in is not whole. Compared to in-person lectures, I will and am not learning nearly as much or be getting as high of a quality of education.
We will struggle and we need solidarity and your understanding just as much as you need ours during this time.

I don’t think there is much more that can be done since this is such a new situation to everyone.

Give tutorials on how to use the new virtual classrooms.

N/A

Have all professors contact us

more communications. a lot of us have no idea what is going on with our placements and hours

Provide clear instructions and try to help those who do not learn well through online means.

I have only heard from 2 professors. I would be a lot less stressed out if I knew the plan from my other 3 courses.

It would be great if all my teachers could have a new revised syllabus so that I can plan and look ahead at the rest of the semester and lay out my
course load.

Everything that I needed to know has been communicated with me!

How can I apply for my teaching license with all of this going on?

Most have reached out but one professor whom I have two courses with. It would be good to make sure all professors change and update syllabus
accordingly.

Nothing

I just need to know what I need to do as an out of state student in terms of getting my background check, or whatever requirements I need for teacher
candidacy.

Make sure I can still sign up for summer classes

At this moment, I’m in my PI2, so really it’s a waiting game. I would like to know if seminars will be streamed or if they’ve been canceled.



What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of onlin...

I feel prepared

Have professors communicating exact expectations.

I think it will be helpful if each professor can give us a new syllabus to work of off!

I'm worried about my background check for Junior Year. I am currently a sophomore in Florida and there is an unlikely chance I'll be returning to Athens
for a long time.

Grade leniency

Be as flexible and open with communication as possible please.

Just keeping us updated and being flexible.

I need the clarification on what I need to do for my classes. It is still up in the air.

I am a graduating senior. I just passed my edTPA I would like to know how to apply for licensure/when we should do this since we were supposed to have
a large group seminar over this (I want to apply ASAP). Also, I tried to go on handshake to sign up for the job fair but it still only shows the old in person
job fair online as far as I can see. Can we get details on how to sign up to talk with certain school districts? Please let us know when you can; I
understand this situation is very out of the ordinary. Thanks.

I’m just overwhelmed about everything being moved online, I learn better in person and worry about my success moving forward.

as of right now i cannot think of anything. i think you guys have covered everything in your emails

I am not physically taking any classes as I am in my PI2 for teaching- I am up to date on all of the updates being sent out for it.

I really think classes should be pass/fail grading. I know I purposefully took in person classes because I struggle keeping myself organized online. I’m
sure other students are the same way and I don’t think our grades should suffer for it.

You guys are doing great

I think I am ready to go

.love grades to a pass/fail.

Help me find where my online classes are, I do not know how to access them.

Be flexible with dates/expectations

Change workload for classes to make it less stressful on students since everything is online now

I have an 8-3 job and will not be able to be online for classes during that time... what should I do?

Honestly, I just have so many questions (as I'm sure many other students do) regarding the many requirements of my education program. Fortunately, I
live in Athens and will still be close to campus resources, but I have no idea which resources are still open and which aren't. For example, is the bobcat
depot still open for those of us who still need to get our background checks?

N/A. I’m in a PI right now.



What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of onlin...

I don’t have any online classes at the moment, just my full time internship.

It’s been hard trying to keep track of everything that’s going on, so more update emails maybe?

Just keep sending updates frequently! It keeps us better informed about everything that is occurring.

Encourage professors to send it information. I haven’t heard anything from 2/3 professors.

Give me a tuition waiver.

I’m not sure if I have to be online at the usual time of my classes or not

Nothing, I am in contact with Joyce Thompson my class professor. Thank you for checking on us interns.

N/A

We’ve already been told to contact our Clinical Educators about seminars.

Give us more of a plan for moving forward

Insure all faculty are communicating with their classes.

There is nothing to do, we just have to be patient and take this one day at a time.

Talk to professors about modifying assignments that require case studies with students. Due to unforeseen circumstances, a majority of us won’t be able
to see our students again and therefore cannot complete case studies as planned. It would be helpful to discuss with professors how to modify said
assignments and communicate that with us.

N/A

None:)

Make classes pass or fail

Make classes pass/fail

Be available for virtual meetings, have a basic QA page for education majors,

Keep up with communication, because for a while I felt like I had no idea what was going on.

I have taken online classes before I’m already ahead of by a couple of weeks.

Be understanding with assignments and exams.

At this time, I’m not sure much. I am just waiting to hear from two of my professors about course work.

I want to hear from my professors so I have an idea on what is going on.



What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of onlin...

I just have no idea how the rest of the semester will go! i’m in my PI and only have 2 classes left for seminar.

Have patience with the students

No, I’m alright

After this break I can bet a lot of students feel unmotivated. So to keep us motivated would be a great idea.

Posting tips for staying focused with online classes

communication from professors

I think i am prepared for the first day.

More updates about large group seminars for seniors in their PI2. Will they be holding the teacher licensure seminar online?

I am not sure what kind of support is needed as this is just a weird amd crazy time. I don't necessarily know what to expect.

Respond in a timely manner to emails, understand that completing this semester may be difficult from home and could reflect on our grades, provide
support to senior to help us move through this chapter effectively

N/A

Waiting to hear from only one professor, my math 1102

I think I’ll be ready to go!

Since we will no longer be getting the benefits of a face to face instruction, access to ou materials and facilities, and our field experiences I urge you to
consider refunding students that money. Online colleges are significantly cheaper. Please do the right thing.

I have not heard anything from my math teacher. Many people have emailed him, and we have no instructions

Keep my damn money, just round me up to a 4.0 for the semester and I’ll be fine

Submit a Q and A form for Microsoft Teams as I have almost no idea what I'm doing with that platform. Thank you for all of your support for everything!

Nothing, in PI 2.

I feel my teachers have been very clear with instructions so I am unsure of the support I will need.

I am a little unsure how to use some of these online platforms but professors are doing the best they can by providing YouTube videos and tutorials to
help

I think giving us lighter work loads during this time. I know personally it is extremely hard to concentrate in my home due to the amount of people here.
My anxiety is through the roof because of our current situation. It is going to be very hard to put my entire ans best effort into school work at this time. I
would appreciate if instructors kept this in mind and lightened our load for the remainder of the semester.

Have enough faculty working IT and Academic Advising so that all students can reach someone to solve whatever issues they are faced with in a timely
manner.



What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of onlin...

Should we go ahead and schedule exams for this summer? Also, PI placements for next year, are they still planning to be placed on time? Thank you

Nothing at the moment

You guys have been great so far. Thank you for keeping me posted about everything!

Discussing how this change will affect classes, will grading be different?

I can't really think of anything.

What do I have to do with regards to seminars for PI students.

Nothing



4 - What is your major?

Showing rows 1 - 14 of 14

# Field Choice Count

1 Adolescent to Young Adult (AYA) Education 20.00% 42

2 Early Childhood Education 31.90% 67

3 Family & Consumer Sciences Education - Community Leadership Track 1.90% 4

4 Family & Consumer Sciences Education - Teaching Track 0.95% 2

5 Modern Language Education 4.76% 10

6 Intervention Specialist / Special Education 11.90% 25

7 Health & Physical Education 0.95% 2

8 Middle Childhood Education 11.43% 24

9 Outdoor Recreation & Education 3.33% 7

10 Physical Activity & Sport Coaching 0.95% 2

11 Recreation Management 3.33% 7

12 Restaurant, Hotel, & Tourism 3.81% 8

13 Retail Merchandising & Fashion Product Development 4.76% 10

210
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What can we do to support you prior to the start of your first day of online class 
on Monday, March 23rd? We want to be there for you.

3 - How did the first day of your online class experience go? Let us hear from 
you!
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How did the first day of your online class experience go? Let us hear from you!

It went well in terms of figuring out how to get online for our zoom classes. The only thing that stressed me out was the
workload that we now have for education majors and figuring out how to organize myself and my time in a way that I can get
all the extra assignments done without shutting down.

It went smoothly. A little difficulty connecting.

There is a lot of work to get used to but overall quite well.

I did not have any.

It's really confusing and I miss being at school.
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It went well, didn’t have much on the first day but it really picked up the second day. A lot of assignments and busy work with
deadlines. Hasn’t cause a lot of stress now but it will spent about 9.5 hours on Tuesday working on things since we got a week
behind and are trying to cram everything in. As of now I’m not a fan of full online classes and don’t think I will be, it is much
harder than going to classes and doing work. Had to take the day off from work just to get assignments done.

They were okay, I only had one and everyone was competent enough in their Microsoft Team skills

It is different. I would much rather be going to in person classes, but I understand that that is out of everyone’s control. I will be
able to learn still but it will definitely be harder for me than in person classes. Thank you for reaching out! I Hope all is well!

It was very confusing. Some of my professors were good at explaining what was expected of us, so that helped.

It went better than I expected. I got a good amount of my work done. However, it was pretty difficult for students and
professors to figure out video conferencing.

It was awful. my first class the adobe would not let me enter once I got to the second class with the same professor the audio
would constantly go out, people kept getting kicked off including myself and the prof would also be kicked It would not load on
my computer so I had to use my phone, the system was harder to navigate via phone, I could not do multiple things at the
same time like my classmates Honestly the whole thing was disasterous On top of that, I am stressing because I still do not
know what is going on with the clinicals. Many of my classmates have also expressed distress over not knowing what is
expected of us. I know these are diffuclut and confusing times, so we are all trying to remain patient and figure it out together,
but honestly the adobe connect system is simple in nature but constantly freezes crashes and kicks all of us (even the prof)
out of the session, it just made everything more frustrating

This all sucks a lot. I am trying to keep up with everything but I’ve just been moved to working 40 hours a week because I work
at a grocery store. I’m exhausted and overwhelmed and very tired of receiving follow up emails from professors every single
day. I’m tired. This sucks.

Not the same but manageable.

Not the best, I’m feeling very sick and the whole online format has me feeling very anxious and stressed out.

Lots of work, but no technological problems.

I only had one class, so far so good!

N/A

They were just like every other online class I have taken before.

Good

It is going ok, I am just worried about how all this will effect my graduation date

It was more work than I was expecting but I eventually got it done. It is amazing how fast the hours fly by in a day when you’re
just stuck inside!

Overall, the normal schedule that was made is now even tighter and the type of learning is changing. Overall, so far the
experience is dull, wasteful and a huge waste of money.

N/A

Fine, everyone is being super kind and understanding.

It went well. My education professors are definitely organized and making things clear for us!

It went well! My professors are very flexible and supportive during this strange time.

Good, my professor did an excellent job explaining what to expect and how the course would continue online, which made the
transition fairly easy. The hardest part would be finding a good space within my house to work free from distractions!

They were not great

It was alright. Only one of my six classes will actually have online meetings over video conference in some form. The
remaining 5 are all “on your own learning” which scares me. There’s a reason i took these classes in person and now i’m
worried about my grades falling severely.
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The first day of classes went good, but obviously there were a few bumps in the road, which were expected. Some of my
professors are still learning how to use the new technology as well as how to upload certain things to blackboard. The last few
days have been pretty overwhelming with all of the lengthy and detailed emails and expectations, but with time a routine will
come and things will get easier and more organized. I appreciate all of the efforts that the Ohio University staff is giving during
this time.

Pretty good! But I am pretty overwhelmed!

It was a little rough but i think we’ve made some progress on how we adapt our classroom to online instruction

It wasn't to bad, I noticed that I now have more work and papers to do now that we have moved to online classes. Overall the
classes do not seem to be much harder than before, just more work.

It’s hard.

I don’t have any online “class” or lectures at specific times, so it’s different. I have lots of things due this week and not all of my
professors were super clear or direct with instructions but I’m managing right now. Just lots of work due in the next few weeks
along with working being back at home but I’ll get used to it all.

It’s messy

Good, my professors are being very responsive and accommodating to all the stress and transitions happening outside of
class.

A little confusing but I am picking it up.

Great!

First day was ok. The second day has been a little stressful.

Definitely different but getting the hang of it.

Reimburse us

Very good. Professors have a well organized procedure in making sure there is still "classroom engagement" and making the
most of the situation we have found ourselves in

Good, still trying to figure everything out

It is very unorganized for all my classes.

Some proffessors are handling this better than other and taking into effect what is happening but others have not changed
anything and we still have the same assignments as before, which some classes I could understand but some of these classes
require a lot of group work and it’s very inconvenient to be in given the circumstances.

Feels like I am on summer break and hard to concentrate.

pretty good

Not much happened but good

It went well. I used the app Zoom and everything worked out well.

It was alright, something new for sure. Not a huge fan of doing everything online but hey what are we gonna do about it!

I feel much better than i did. I am struggling to remember due dates and also finding assignments but overall i’ve had an okay
transition

Frustrating. Hard to keep all of the changes for each of the classes straight (when and how they want completed assignments
posted/delivered). I'm afraid I'm gonna miss an assignment and/or it'll be late. Unlike others my age, I am not a technology
person. I feel like I'm missing out on content or the assignment's purpose because I'm so concerned with the technology part.

So far I do not have actual classes

It was good! Teachers were very helpful.

Classes went fine. I was glad in some of my classes I could take as much time as I needed.

N/A

It took a little bit of time for me to be able to focus in on my work, but my professors are all very understanding and that's
helped a lot!
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Bad, the internet kept crashing and my professor could hardly teach her lesson. I truly appreciate what everyone is trying to do
for me, but online classes are not the best suited for many of my hands on classes.

Pretty good, didn't really have a lot to do. I just had to read for one of my classes.

It's okay, but I would much rather be in regular classes. It is very hard to be in my junior year partnership without going into the
classroom right now. I feel like I am missing out on so many valuable experiences in the field.

Good

My first day went well! I have heard from all of my professors and the have informed me how the courses will run. There is a lot
of work that needs to be done but I am taking it day by day in hopes that I will not become too overwhelmed.

N/A

Good

Things are going well just adjusting to everything.

They went well. I enjoy online classes.

It was okay, my teachers haven’t been great with communication though.

They went well I’m use to online courses. Internship requirements are still confusing, but I’m working with my CE and Me for
teacher to figure out what to do

I have yet to look at blackboard.

I am in my internship right now so what I have left to do is online and it is going okay so far!

It was kind of a mess and the program did not work how it should have, in the terms of being able to hear all of the content and
interact with the class. The system kept shutting down.

Good !

A little stressful, trying to make the transition into learning entirely online! Some professors definitely have more experience
teaching online courses than others.

I'm in my PI2 so I don't really have classes.

It went pretty smoothly, no complications.

all has been good so far!

I am not liking the online class, especially the teachers that do not have video lectures. Biology is hardest for me and there are
no video lectures so that is upsetting

Pretty good!

My first day of online classes went well. Most of my professors are doing a great job with communication. The only class I am
worried about is my Geog 1100-100 lecture and lab. My professor for that course has not made much clear.

It was good, an adjustment for figuring out study habits but all in all very good.

It’s weird. There is a whole new level of motivation needed.

Not too bad! Just overwhelmed looking at all my assignments.

not well at all

I am a full time intern right now and it is definitely hard not having many solid answers about what is going on for us right now.
We have been given one seminar video to watch and respond to, however we are still very much up in the air about what
"coursework" there is for us to complete and are working under a day to day basis. I find that I am very uneasy about that only
because I am TERRIFIED that I'm going to miss something crucial that will ultimately impact my graduation, license, and grad
school plans/fellowship.

Some instructions from two of my professors have not been clear but I have done my best to understand the changes that took
place in our classes. I have never been a fan of online classes and was not too thrilled to hear about having to do more
assignments and having less participation points in two classes that I have with Prof. Poaps. Everything else has been clarified
well through TAs and my other professor so I hope things go well.
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It is going very well! I still miss face to face interactions, but I feel online classes will not be as bad as I think. Professors are
being very nice which I appreciate!

It was a little stressful but overall it was okay! I was already taking three online classes this semester so the transfer wasn't
really the hard part because I only had two classes that needed to transfer to online but trying to do this all at home was the
stressful part. My brother is a senior in high school and he is now home every day and my parents are self-employed and are
usually out and about working but now that everyone has to stay home it's a little crazy and not being able to go to the library
to get a lot of work done but after this week I think I will be a little more relieved and will be able to get in the swing of all of my
classes being online. Thank you for taking the time to reach out to me and everyone else! I hope you're doing good as well!

Not to bad. Although it’s hard to keep track of what needs to get done and what I should start on first.

actually kinda horrible. only one of my first day professors gave instruction and the rest just sent out an email later in the day
giving us an assignment to work on. kinda want a refund

They have been going great for me and I think I am managing them pretty well. The only thing I can think that can improve is
hearing more from professors. It's better to hear too much than too little.

I’m honestly really overwhelmed by everything. A majority of my classes are very discussion based and this is making things
very overwhelming. None of my professors are using zoom or anything like that for lectures so I will essentially be teaching
myself everything.

It went well

Very confusing, I am still trying to get used to everything. A lot of assignments, requirements, and due dates are unclear to me.

I have my first class tonight on Tuesday at 6!

The class that I am taking was online to begin with so there have been little changes with it. Things are going well.

I did not have any online courses. I am working on my artifact commentary for my clinical educator and waiting to hear from my
mentor teacher if she needs my assistance. We planned before this break for three weeks of content, but I haven’t heard
anything from here. I’m worried there is more that I need to be doing.

So far so good. It seems that some course material is still being updated/uploaded into blackboard. I'm expecting a more fluid
experience as professors see what is working well online vs. what isn't.

The first day was fine, most of my classes will not be happening live during the same times they normally do. I am stressed
about how this will affect my grades and such because a lot of classes were really confusing and complex before and they
have become even more so. There needs to be some exceptions made.

Great! I am ahead on my work for the week.
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4 - What is your major?

Field Choice Count

Adolescent to Young Adult (AYA) Education 43

Early Childhood Education 60

Family & Consumer Sciences Education - Community Leadership Track 5

Family & Consumer Sciences Education - Teaching Track 1

Modern Language Education 7

Intervention Specialist / Special Education 15

Health & Physical Education 3

Middle Childhood Education 20

Outdoor Recreation & Education 6

Physical Activity & Sport Coaching 0

Recreation Management 6

Restaurant, Hotel, & Tourism 8

Retail Merchandising & Fashion Product Development 9

Total 183
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